Say Hi to your own preschool...

...with India’s Largest Education Company

Little Millennium, (earlier Roots to Wings) is one of the first structured, process and IP driven preschool chains, with a pan-India presence. Promoted and owned by Educomp, the most transformational education company in India, Little Millennium enjoys access to the most advanced educational learning systems supported by a strong R&D team.

We are expanding!

If you want to start a Little Millennium, all you need is the right amount of space, a small investment and a passion to invest in the future of the little ones. Great returns on this investment also include a lot of happy moments as we walk the path together with our children to shape them into happy, social & confident individuals.

Existing preschools that would want to benefit from our excellent pedagogy & brand support are welcome to partner with us.

The Little Millennium team will be happy to meet you.

To know more, write to us at: partner@littlemillennium.com

Roots to Wings is now Little Millennium

Play Group | Nursery | KG | Activities

60 Cities. 225 Schools. Growing Everyday.

www.littlemillennium.com